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The demand for sharing information between patient and there health advisers, led to
the development of the Shared Decision Making model, which is an important element
in making quality health care decision. (SDM) is a concept developed primarily for
clinical situations with high-quality clinical evidence. (SDM) is an approach that nurture
Shared decision-making in situations of uncertainty, and is particularly suitable for
situations where there is more than one clinical option, each option has its pros and
cons. Advantages includes: closing the knowledge gap between patient and doctor,
patient empowerment, and improving trust through communication between patient and
the therapist communication.
The main objective of this study is to examine the impact of patient involvement in
medical decision-making, and monitoring future treatment, reflected in two major
dimensions: (a) patient's desire to participate in the decision-making process. (b)
exploring the relationship between the proposed information and the impact of
Information presentation tools on medical decision-making. It's especially complex with
the elderly, which represent a heterogeneous population, resulting in a variety of risk
characteristics, as well as life expectancy. The study explains that there is an
awareness of the importance of having a health risk; patients understand that there is a
dependency between their actions and the consequences of their actions. These
expected results are the most influential beliefs that motivate changes. The research
sample includes 160 adults aged 65 and over who receives health services from the
"Bayet balev ".
Quantitative online surveying that measures the collaborated level, the patient's selfassessment and evaluation of information resources offered to him.
The study may contribute to higher satisfaction from the healthcare experience, in
addition to improving clinical outcomes.
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